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Understanding fracture evolution is essential in many subsurface applications, including subsurface storage, shale gas 

production, fracking, CO2 sequestration, and geothermal energy extraction. Geochemical processes play a significant 

role in the evolution of fractures through dissolution-driven widening, fines migration, and/or fracture sealing due to 

precipitation. Conceptually, fractured systems have been represented as being composed of fast flow paths -the 

fractures- and slow flow paths - the rock matrix.  

Darcy-scale continuum models have treated fractures as preferential flow paths with their permeability evolving as a 

function (often, a cubic law) of the fracture aperture. This approach has the limitation that it may oversimplify flow 

within the fracture and the geochemical reaction parameters as well-mixed conditions need be assumed in each grid 

cell of the model. In contrast, pore scale models make it possible to resolve the fracture surface geometry explicitly in 

three dimensions and solve for flow and reactive transport within the pore space of the fracture. The model can capture 

the channelization of the flow path due to dissolution in transport limited conditions. However, even with high 

performance computing, the pore scale model is still limited in their ability to treat finer-scale heterogeneity that falls 

below the resolution of the discretization.  

 

 

Figure 1: Multiscale coupling approach 

In this contribution, we extend the previously developed pore scale model Chombo-Crunch [1-4] to include a porous 

continuum that captures fine scale processes within the rock matrix while keeping a pore scale representation of the 

fracture itself. The resulting multi-scale model is capable to simulate flow and reactive transport within a tortuous 

fracture geometry using a pore-scale approach and a porous matrix using a Darcy-scale approach. Computationally, 

both domains are connected via explicit flux matching (Figure 1) across an interface represented by an embedded 

boundary in a structured mesh framework. The embedded boundary method also makes it possible to capture the 

complex pore space geometries in natural subsurface materials.  

Further, we utilize the adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) capabilities available in the software framework Chombo [5]. 

AMR is a numerical technique for locally adjusting the resolution of computational grids that makes it possible to 

superimpose levels of finer grids on the global computational grid in an adaptive manner allowing for more accurate 



calculations locally [6]. Here, we use AMR to accurately capture concentration gradients that develop in localized 

areas of the simulation domain, while using a coarser grid elsewhere. 

We use recent observations from a fractured core experiment [7] to demonstrate the features of the model. In particular, 

we accurately evaluate the relative importance of transport limitations to reactive surfaces due to (1) the development 

of diffusive boundary layers at the pore scale and (2) the tortuosity of the porous medium at the Darcy scale. 
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